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Electronic states of thiophenyl and furanyl radicals and dissociation energy
of thiophene via photoelectron imaging of negative ions
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We report photoelectron images and spectra of deprotonated thiophene, C4H3S−, obtained at 266,
355, and 390 nm. Photodetachment of the α isomer of the anion is observed, and the photoelectron
bands are assigned to the ground X2A′ (σ ) and excited A2A′′ and B2A′′ (π ) states of the thiophenyl
radical. The photoelectron angular distributions are consistent with photodetachment from the re-
spective in-plane (σ ) and out-of-plane (π*) orbitals. The adiabatic electron affinity of α-•C4H3S is
determined to be 2.05 ± 0.08 eV, while the B2A′′ term energy is estimated at 1.6 ± 0.1 eV. Using the
measured electron affinity and the electron affinity/acidity thermodynamic cycle, the C–Hα bond dis-
sociation energy of thiophene is calculated as DH298(Hα–C4H3S) = 115 ± 3 kcal/mol. Comparison
of this value to other, previously reported C–H bond dissociation energies, in particular for ben-
zene and furan, sheds light of the relative thermodynamic stabilities of the corresponding radicals.
In addition, the 266 nm photoelectron image and spectrum of the furanide anion, C4H3O−, reveal
a previously unobserved vibrationally resolved band, assigned to the B2A′′ excited state of the fu-
ranyl radical, •C4H3O. The observed band origin corresponds to a 2.53 ± 0.01 eV B2A′′ term energy,
while the resolved vibrational progression (853 ± 42 cm−1) is assigned to an in-plane ring mode of
α-•C4H3O (B2A′′). © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3593275]

I. INTRODUCTION

As technological advancements turn toward organic sys-
tems, it becomes imperative to advance the understanding of
the fundamental compounds from which these novel mate-
rials are built. Thiophene (C4H4S, shown in Fig. 1) and fu-
ran (C4H4O, structure similar to that of thiophene) are two
simple organic compounds that stand as fundamental ex-
amples in the field of heterocyclic chemistry. For example,
they are used as mediators in synthetic reactions, predom-
inantly targeting functionalized materials,1 and play impor-
tant roles in the pyrolysis of fossil fuels.2 Polythiophenes are
electrically conductive polymers,3 and thus thiophene deriva-
tives, such as 3,3′-bis(3,5-di-tert-butyl-4-methoxyphenyl)-
2,2′-bithiophene, have shown promise as high-endurance or-
ganic memory devices,4 while furan polymers include a
wide variety of structures important in vegetable renewable
resources.5

The electronic and vibrational structures of furan
and thiophene have been studied in detail by various
methods6–8 including angle and vibrationally resolved photo-
electron spectroscopy.9, 10 The importance of these molecules
in the areas of optoelectronic devices, conductivity, and
photoconductivity,11, 12 as well as combustion and pyroly-
sis, stimulate interest also in the respective radical and an-
ion species. The C–H bond cleavage in furan and thiophene
yields the furanyl (•C4H3O) and thiophenyl (•C4H3S) radi-
cals, respectively, while deprotonation results in the closed-
shell furanide (C4H3O−) and thiophenide (C4H3S−) anions.
The H/H+ elimination/abstraction can occur either at the α
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or β position, giving rise to the respective α and β isomers of
the corresponding radicals or anions. For thiophene, the struc-
tures and nomenclature for the closed-shell molecule, its rad-
icals and anions (both α and β isomers) are shown in Fig. 1.
Chemical intuition and theoretical modeling dictate that α is
the more acidic center in both thiophene and furan, but DePuy
et al. noted that β-hydrogens can also be abstracted in ex-
change reactions with deuterated alcohols.13

In this work, we focus primarily on photoelectron spec-
troscopy of the thiophenide anion, C4H3S−. The process
of photodetachment provides spectroscopic access14 to the
ground and excited states of the corresponding neutral radical,
•C4H3S. The past investigations of thiophene, as well as (un-
til recently) furan, focused on the neutral molecules and their
cations, while the anions had received no attention. However,
as this work was being prepared for publication, a photoelec-
tron spectroscopic study of the furanide anion was reported
by Lineberger et al.15 The photoelectron spectrum of C4H3O−

revealed the presence of only the α isomer. The measured adi-
abatic electron affinity (EA) of α-•C4H3O, 1.854 ± 0.004 eV,
combined with the known gas-phase acidity of furan, allowed
the determination of the C–Hα bond dissociation energy of
furan, DH298(Hα−C4H3O) = 119.8 ± 0.2 kcal/mol.15

The relative energetics of the α and β isomers of
C4H3S−, as well as the corresponding neutral radicals, is
indicated in Fig. 1. In what follows, we present the photoelec-
tron images of C4H3S− obtained at 266, 355, and 390 nm. In
the photodetachment of the anion, we access the X2A′ ground
state as well as the A2A′′ and B2A′′ excited electronic states
of the neutral radical. From the measured electron affinity
and known gas-phase acidity of thiophene, we calculate the
C–Hα bond dissociation energy of this important aromatic
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FIG. 1. Possible isomers resulting from the C–H bond dissociation and de-
protonation of thiophene. The energetic values shown in black (roman type)
are calculated at the UB3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory, while those in
red (italics) are determined experimentally in this work.

hydrocarbon and compare it to furan,15 shedding light on
substitution effects in heterocyclic chemistry. In addition,
we present a 266 nm photoelectron image and spectrum
of the furanide anion, extending the Lineberger et al.’s
study15 to higher binding energies. Our spectrum reveals
an additional vibrationally resolved band assigned to the
previously unobserved B2A′′ excited state of •C4H3O.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS

The experiments were performed using a negative-ion
photoelectron imaging spectrometer that has been described
in detail previously.16 In brief, the instrument consists of a
pulsed ion source, a time-of-flight mass spectrometer,17 and a
velocity-map18 photoelectron imaging19, 20 assembly. Room-
temperature thiophene or furan vapors, seeded in Ar carrier
gas, were introduced into a high-vacuum chamber through
a pulsed supersonic nozzle (General Valve Inc., Series 9),
operating at a 50 Hz repetition rate and a 25 psi backing
pressure. Anions were formed21 via secondary-electron at-
tachment following bombardment of the supersonic expan-
sion of the precursor gas mixture with high-energy (1 keV)
electrons from a custom-built continuous-beam electron gun.
The anions were extracted into a Wiley–McLaren22 time-of-
flight mass spectrometer, where they were further accelerated
to ∼2.5 keV, focused with an Einzel lens, and detected with
a dual-microchannel plate (MCP) detector. In the velocity-
map imaging region, the ion beam was crossed (at a right
angle) with a linearly polarized pulsed laser beam, timed to
overlap only with the ions of interest. In this work, we used
the frequency tripled (355 nm) or quadrupled (266 nm) out-
put from a pulsed Nd:YAG (yttrium aluminum garnet) laser
(Spectra Physics, Inc., Lab-50 model with pulse energies
3.5 and 0.07 mJ, respectively). The 390 nm radiation (0.2 mJ,
100 fs pulses) was generated as the second harmonic of an
amplified Ti:sapphire laser system (Spectra Physics, Inc.).

The velocity-map imaging assembly is principally based
on the original design by Eppink and Parker.18 The laser po-
larization axis was set parallel to the plane of the imaging de-
tector. An electrostatic lens mapped the photodetached elec-
trons onto a position sensitive MCP detector fiber-optically
coupled to a P47 phosphor screen (Burle, Inc.). A digital
charge-coupled device camera recorded the electron im-
pacts appearing on the phosphor screen. Each of the photo-
electron images reported here represents ∼105 experimen-
tal cycles. The three-dimensional probability distributions
were reconstructed from the raw images via inverse Abel
transformation20 using the basis set expansion method and
program.23 Photoelectron images of I− were used to calibrate
the electron kinetic energy (eKE) scale of all reported images.
Each photoelectron spectrum was fit to a sum of Gaussian
functions, and angular distributions were calculated over the
full width at half maximum of each transition. The experi-
mentally determined angular distributions were analyzed us-
ing the standard procedure20, 23 to determine the values of the
photoelectron anisotropy parameter β.24, 25

Density-functional theory (DFT) calculations were car-
ried out at the UB3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level using the
GAUSSIAN 09 software package.26 Geometry optimizations
and harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated for the
ground states of each anion studied and its corresponding neu-
tral. Energies were also computed for the neutral fixed at the
equilibrium geometry of the corresponding anion.

III. RESULTS

The experimental results for the thiophenide anion,
C4H3S−, are displayed in Fig. 2. The photoelectron images,
obtained at (a) 266, (b) 355, and (c) 390 nm, are shown on the
left, the corresponding Abel inversions on the right, while the
photoelectron spectra are in the middle. The furanide anion,
C4H3O−, was also studied at 266, 355, and 390 nm. The 355
and 390 nm results are consistent with the Lineberger et al.’s
364 nm study15 and are not included here. The 266 nm im-
age revealed a previously unobserved electronic state of the
•C4H3O radical, and these results are presented in Fig. 3. For
direct comparison of the data collected at different laser wave-
lengths, all spectra in Figs. 2(a)–2(c) and 3 are plotted versus
electron binding energy, eBE = hν − eKE.

The lowest-eBE bands in Figs. 2(a)–2(c) and 3 are la-
beled X. They result from removal of an electron from the
highest-occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the anion, to
form the ground electronic state of the corresponding neutral
radical. Transitions A and B are assigned to excited electronic
states of the neutral radicals. Despite the significant overlap
between bands X and A of both C4H3S− and C4H3O−, the
two transitions are clearly resolved by eye in the 266 nm pho-
toelectron images (Abel-inverted, in particular), aided by the
differing photoelectron angular distributions.

The vertical detachment energies (VDE), determined
as the binding energies corresponding to band maxima, are
summarized in Table I, along with the estimated band origins
(eBE0), photoelectron anisotropy parameter values (266 nm
only), and state assignments. In addition, Table II summarizes
the experimentally determined adiabatic electron affinities
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FIG. 2. Raw (left) and Abel-inverted (right) photoelectron images and corresponding spectra (center) for thiophenide obtained at (a) 266, (b) 355, and (c) 390
nm. The Abel-inverted images are displayed in split scale, in order to highlight the various-intensity transitions observed in the images; the left and right halves
correspond to the same data normalized to different maximum intensities. The laser polarization axis is vertical in the plane of the figure, as indicated by the
double arrow in the bottom left corner. The grey vertical stripe indicates the confidence interval for the X band origin.

and excited-state term energies of the α-thiophenyl and
α-furanyl radicals. Without vibrational resolution, determina-
tion of band origins and, therefore, electron affinities presents
a challenge, resulting in significant uncertainty limits. The
confidence interval for the X band origin in C4H3S− is
indicated in the spectra in Fig. 2(a)–2(c) with a grey vertical
stripe. The corresponding energy range is assigned as adia-
batic electron affinity of the thiophenyl radical, EA(•C4H3S)
= 2.05 ± 0.08 eV. This assignment is in excellent agreement

FIG. 3. Raw (left) and Abel-inverted (right) photoelectron images and cor-
responding spectrum (far right) of furanide obtained at 266 nm. The laser
polarization axis is vertical in the plane of the figure. Band B is expanded as
an inset, and the grey vertical stripe indicates the confidence interval for the
X band origin.

with the predicted EA(α-•C4H3S) = 2.054 eV obtained at the
UB3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. Similar analysis of
our furanide spectra, including the 266 nm results (Fig. 3) and
the 355 and 390 nm data (not shown), yields EA(•C4H3O)
= 1.84 ± 0.07 eV, as indicated by a grey vertical stripe in
Fig. 3. This determination is in agreement with the higher
resolution measurement of 1.853 ± 0.004 eV.15 The agree-
ment boosts our confidence in the EA of thiophenyl radical,
as it was obtained using the same procedure.

The three measurements of band X’s maximum (266,
390, and 355 nm spectra in Fig. 2 and Table I) yield the ver-
tical detachment energy of C4H3S−, VDE = 2.49 ± 0.02 eV.
The 390 and 355 nm spectra each reveal a shoulder, marked
A, on the high eBE side of band X. The additional transition
is more apparent in the angle-resolved images, rather than the
integrated spectra, due to the differing anisotropy properties
of bands A and X. The low intensity of band A (relative to
X) at 390 and 355 nm may be, in part, due to the low eKE
associated with this band at these wavelengths, resulting in
a Wigner-like centrifugal-barrier suppression of the photode-
tachment cross sections.27, 28 Accordingly, transition A is best
seen in the higher photon energy 266 nm image/spectrum in
Fig. 2(a). The origin of this transition in not resolved because
of the overlap with band X. The 266 nm photoelectron image
of C4H3S− also reveals another higher energy band, B, with a
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TABLE I. C4H3S− and C4H3O− photoelectron spectral features observed in this work at the wavelengths indi-
cated (nm), including band origins and peak binding energies (both in electron volts), anisotropy parameters (β),
and neutral state assignments.

Neutral
Peak eBE/ Band origin, radical state

Band VDE eBE0/EA β assignment
C4H3S−

X 266 2.49 ± 0.04 2.05 ± 0.08 a 0.27 ± 0.01 X 2A′

355 2.50 ± 0.03
390 2.47 ± 0.03

A 266 3.05 ± 0.04 −0.38 ± 0.02 A 2A′′

B 266 3.86 ± 0.03 3.64 ± 0.05 −0.40 ± 0.04 B2A′′

C4H3O−

X 266 2.14 ± 0.04 1.84 ± 0.07 a 0.47 ± 0.01 X 2A′

A 266 2.63 ± 0.04 −0.34 ± 0.01 A 2A′′

B: B0 266 4.38 ± 0.01 4.38 ± 0.01 b −0.51 ± 0.04 B 2A′′

B1 266 4.49 ± 0.01 −0.37 ± 0.04
B2 266 4.59 ± 0.01 −0.36 ± 0.02

aDetermined from combined analysis of the data obtained at all wavelengths studied (see text for details).
bPeak B0 is assigned as band B origin.

maximum at VDE = 3.86 ± 0.03 eV, apparent origin at eBE0

= 3.64 ± 0.05 eV, and an angular distribution peaking in the
perpendicular direction.

Bands X and A in the 266 nm photoelectron image and
spectrum of C4H3O− (Fig. 3) have been characterized previ-
ously by Vogelhuber et al.15 Similar to C4H3S−, the 266 nm
photoelectron angular distributions for band X and A peak in
the directions parallel and perpendicular to the laser polariza-
tion axis, respectively (Table I). The peak position of band X
in our spectrum, 2.14 ± 0.04 eV, is assigned as the VDE of
C4H3O−. This result is consistent with the vibrationally re-
solved spectrum.15

In addition, the 266 nm photoelectron image of C4H3O−

exhibits a series of rings near the center, corresponding to
the onset of another, vibrationally resolved electronic transi-
tion (B). This transition is above the energetic cutoff of the
previous measurement.15 The corresponding spectrum reveals
well-resolved vibrational structure, with an average spacing
of 853 ± 42 cm−1. The first peak (B0), corresponding to the
transition origin, is centered at eBE = 4.38 ± 0.01 eV, which

TABLE II. Electron affinities and excited-state term energies (Te) of the
thiophenyl and furanyl radicals (in electron volts).

α-thiophenyl α-furanyl

EA (X 2A′) 2.05 ± 0.08a 1.84 ± 0.07a

1.853 ± 0.004b

Te (A 2A′′) ∼0.6a,c 0.68 ± 0.07b

Te(B 2A′′) 1.6 ± 0.1a 2.53 ± 0.01a,d

aThis work.
bReference 15.
cCrude estimate based on the difference in the VDEs of the A 2A′′ and X 2A′ photode-
tachment transitions.
dCalculated as the difference between the eBE0 reported in Table I and the EA value
reported in Ref. 15.

is assigned as the electron affinity (i.e., adiabatic binding en-
ergy) of the second excited state of the •C4H3O radical. The
photoelectron angular distribution, corresponding to band B,
peaks in the direction perpendicular to the laser polarization
axis (see Table I).

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Electronic states of thiophenyl and furanyl radicals

The thiophenide and furanide anions and the correspond-
ing neutral radicals have some common characteristics. The
anions are closed-shell species, resulting from deprotonation
of the respective thiophene and furan molecules. The ground
electronic states of the corresponding neutral radicals, X2A′,
are formed by ejecting one of the in-plane (a′) HOMO elec-
trons and can, therefore, be described as σ radicals. The two
lowest excited neutral states, A2A′′ and B2A′′, result from
electron detachment from one of the non-degenerate π* or-
bitals of the anions, HOMO–1 and HOMO–2. These states
are best thought of as π radicals.

The structural features of the thiophenide anion and thio-
phenyl radical were examined using DFT. After structure
optimization at the UB3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory,
the α-C4H3S− isomer was found to be lower in energy by
0.345 eV relative to β-C4H3S− (not including the zero-point
vibrational energy corrections), as indicated in Fig. 1. This
energy gap is larger than that for the furanide anion, as simi-
lar calculations show α-C4H3O− to be 0.215 eV more stable
than β-C4H3O−. Photoelectron spectroscopy of the furanide
anion revealed contributions from α-C4H3O− only, with no
evidence for the higher energy β species.15 Based on the rela-
tive energetics, isomer coexistence should be even less likely
in C4H3S−. Therefore, the results in Fig. 2 are attributed to the
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photodetachment of more stable α-C4H3S−. Similarly, the re-
sults in Fig. 3 are ascribed to the α form of C4H3O−.

Photoelectron angular distributions reflect the properties
of the parent orbital from which the electrons are detached
and qualitative insight can often be gained through symmetry-
based considerations.16, 29 Given the low symmetry of the fu-
ranide and thiophenide anions (Cs point group for both the
α and β structures), predominantly parallel angular distri-
butions (β > 0) are likely to arise in detachment from to-
tally symmetric a′ orbitals, while predominantly perpendicu-
lar PADs (β < 0) are generally expected in detachment from
a′′ orbitals.16, 30

For reference, isosurface plots representing the in-
plane σ (a′) HOMO and out-of-plane π (a′′) HOMO–1
and HOMO–2 for α-C4H3S− and α-C4H3O− are shown in
Fig. 4. A similar qualitative depiction of the HOMO and
HOMO–1 of α-C4H3O− is given in Ref. 15. The orbital sym-
metries, in conjunction with the experimentally determined
anisotropy (β) values, aid in assignment of the features in
the photoelectron spectra. In Table I, we report the 266 nm β

values, which allow the comparison of all three photodetach-
ment transition for each C4H3S− and C4H3O−. Band X in
C4H3S− exhibits a predominantly parallel photoelectron an-
gular distribution, attributed to detachment from an a′ orbital.
This is consistent with the predicted symmetry of the C4H3S−

HOMO (Fig. 4). Therefore, band X is assigned to the X2A′

state of the thiophenyl radical, •C4H3S, while the transition
energy, 2.49 ± 0.02 eV, is assigned as the VDE of C4H3S−.
We note, however, that photoelectron anisotropy exhibits en-
ergy dependence, as usual in negative-ion photodetachment.
In fact, examination of the images in Fig. 2 reveals that β for
the X band changes sign from negative to positive, as photon
energy and, therefore, eKE increase.

Bands A and B in C4H3S− exhibit predominantly per-
pendicular photoelectron angular distributions, suggesting de-
tachment from an a′′ orbital. This assignment is consistent
with the predicted out-of-plane π character of the C4H3S−

HOMO–1 and HOMO–2 (Fig. 4). We further note that these
orbitals have significant character of an (atomic) dxy orbital.
This is particularly clear when the orbitals are considered
from an outside viewpoint within the plane of the molecule,
as shown in Fig. 4, column (b). Detachment from a d-like
molecular orbital at moderate eKEs is known to yield predom-
inantly perpendicular photoelectron angular distributions, as
in the well studied cases of π∗

g photodetachment from O−
2

and S−
2 .16, 31–34 (Although the gerade symmetry is only ap-

proximate in the present case, the isosurface plots of C4H3S−

HOMO–1 and HOMO–2, as rendered in Fig. 4(a), are quite
reminiscent of the π∗

g HOMO of O−
2 .) Thus, we assign the A

and B bands in Fig. 2 to the A2A′′ and B2A′′ states of •C4H3S,
respectively. The energetic onset of band A in the C4H3S−

photoelectron spectrum (Fig. 2) cannot be determined be-
cause of the overlap with band X, but a crude estimate of the
A2A′′ term energy can be obtained from the VDE difference
between bands A and X (Table II). The origin of band B, on
the other hand, is quite clear at 3.64 ± 0.05 eV (Fig. 2 and
Table I), corresponding to a Te(B2A′′) = 1.6 ± 0.1 eV term
energy (Table II).

FIG. 4. Isosurface plots of the HOMO, HOMO–1, and HOMO–2 of
α-thiophenide (columns a and b) and α-furanide (column c) anions, as
determined at the uB3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. Columns (a) and
(c) depict the α-C4H3S− and α-C4H3O− orbitals viewed from above the
respective molecular planes, while column (b) shows the same α-C4H3S−
orbitals viewed from within the molecular plane (note the different
orientations of the anion within the plane in the three cases). The relative
isosurface amplitudes [0.4 for C4H3S− in (a) and (b) versus 0.5 for C4H3O−
in (c)] are chosen so that the Cα lone-pair components of the two HOMOs
appear similar in size. To help guide the eye, the blue dashed lines drawn in
(a) and (c) on top of the C4H3S− and C4H3O− lone-pair lobes of the respec-
tive HOMOs represent identical oval shapes). Inspection of the two HOMOs
reveals a slightly greater degree of orbital delocalization in the C4H3S− case.

Similarly, band X in C4H3O− displays a predominantly
parallel angular distribution, while band A peaks in the per-
pendicular direction (Fig. 3 and Table I). Consistent with
the above discussion of C4H3S− and in agreement with the
Lineberger et al.’s study of C4H3O−,15 these bands are as-
signed to the X2A′ and A2A′′ states of •C4H3O.

Band B in the C4H3O− spectrum has not been observed
previously. From its origin, B0 at eBE = 4.38 ± 0.01 eV
(Table I) and the previously determined ground-state electron
affinity, EA(•C4H3O) = 1.853 ± 0.004 eV,15 we determine
the B2A′′ state term energy for •C4H3O, Te(B2A′′) = 2.53 ±
0.01 eV. The band exhibits vibrational structure with an aver-
age spacing of 853 ± 42 cm−1. For comparison, Lineberger
et al. observed a 855 ± 25 cm−1 vibrational mode, de-
scribed as O–C–C bend, in C4H3O− photodetachment to the
ground electronic state of •C4H3O.15 Lineberger’s B3LYP/6–
311++G(d,p) and our B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations in-
dicate that this in-plane ground-state ring mode has a fre-
quency of 868 cm−1, while calculations on the A2A′′ excited
state of the radical give a similar frequency, 866 cm−1.15 Al-
though we did not carry out frequency calculations for the
B2A′′ state of •C4H3O, we expect the results for the mode in
question to be similar, because the second excited state is also
π -radical in nature. In addition, Yang et al. observed a vi-
brational progression of the cation of furan, C4H4O+, at 886
± 5 cm−1 and assigned it to an in-plane ring vibrational mode
of a1 symmetry.10 All of the above frequencies are in excel-
lent agreement with band B’s observed spectral interval. We
thus assign the observed progression to this ring mode.

The photoelectron anisotropy values for the individual vi-
brational peaks of band B in C4H3O− are similar to the β
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value for the corresponding band B in C4H3S− (see Table I).
This is not surprising in view of the similarity of the respec-
tive detachment orbitals, HOMO–2 of C4H3O− and C4H3S−

(see Fig. 4).

B. The C–H bond dissociation energy of thiophene

The experimentally determined adiabatic electron affinity
of α-•C4H3S allows us to calculate the C–Hα bond dissocia-
tion enthalpy, DH298(Hα−C4H3S), of thiophene. This is done
using the general acidity/electron affinity cycle,35

DH298(R − H) =�acid H298(RH) + EA(R•) − IE(H)

+ [thermal correction], (1)

where �acidH298(RH) is the gas-phase acidity of a closed-shell
molecule, EA(R•) is the electron affinity of the correspond-
ing radical, and IE(H) is the ionization energy of atomic hy-
drogen (13.60 eV = 313.6 kcal/mol).36 The [thermal correc-
tion] term is an integral over changes in heat capacity. It is
typically small (< 0.3 kcal/mol) (Ref. 37) and will be ne-
glected in our calculations from here on. Substituting the pre-
viously measured gas-phase acidity of thiophene (α-position),
�acidH298(C4H4S) = 381 ± 3 kcal/mol,13 and the electron
affinity of α-•C4H3S determined here, EA(•C4H3S) = 47.3
± 1.8 kcal/mol (2.05 ± 0.08 eV), into Eq. (1), we calculate
DH298(Hα–C4H3S) = 115 ± 3 kcal/mol.

The main contribution to the large uncertainty of the
above DH298 value comes from the uncertainty of the 1988
measurement of the acidity of thiophene (±3 kcal/mol),
and not the photoelectron spectroscopic measurements
(±1.8 kcal/mol). In fact, when the two above absolute un-
certainties are combined (as square-root of sum squares), the
result rounds off to the same value as the uncertainty of
�acidH298(C4H4S). Therefore, for an improved determination
of the C–Hα bond dissociation energy of thiophene via this
method, it is imperative to have a more precise measurement
of this molecule’s acidity, as increasing the resolution of the
anion’s photoelectron spectroscopy alone will not affect the
above error bars.

To emphasize this point, we turn to furan, for which
gas-phase acidity was measured more recently, with greater
precision than for thiophene: �acidH298(C4H4O) = 390.7
± 0.2 kcal/mol.38 Substituting this value and EA(α-•C4H3O)
= 42.4 ± 1.6 kcal/mol (1.84 ± 0.07 eV), as determined
here, into Eq. (1), we find DH298(Hα–C4H3O) = 119.5
± 1.6 kcal/mol. This result is in excellent agreement with
the determination by Vogelhuber et al., DH298(Hα–C4H3O)
= 119.8 ± 0.2 kcal/mol.15 In this case, the higher resolu-
tion of Vogelhuber et al.’s photoelectron measurement yield a
smaller uncertainty for the overall result.

Within the uncertainty limits, the C–Hα bond dissocia-
tion energy of thiophene (115 ± 3 kcal/mol, as determined
here) is intermediate between that of furan (119.8 ± 0.2
kcal/mol) (Ref. 15) and benzene (112.9 ± 0.5 kcal/mol).35, 39

The higher bond dissociation energy of furan reflects thermo-
dynamic instability of the furanyl radical compared, for exam-
ple, to •C6H5.15 The relative instability of •C4H3O has been
attributed to the near localization of the unpaired electron on

the •Cα center.15, 40 The above bond dissociation energies sug-
gest that the thiophenyl radical is slightly more stable, com-
pared to furanyl, presumably because of greater delocaliza-
tion of the unpaired electron in thiophenyl. Visual inspection
of the thiophenide HOMO in Fig. 4 supports this observation,
as the orbital density does appear to be more delocalized than
in the furanide case.41 Formation of the thiophenyl and fu-
ranyl radicals from the respective anions involves the removal
of one of the HOMO electrons, leaving the other unpaired.
Therefore, qualitatively, Fig. 4 suggests a greater degree of
the unpaired electron delocalization in thiophenyl, compared
to furanyl. This, in turn, translates into a smaller C–Hα bond-
dissociation energy of thiophene, compared to furan.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The observed photoelectron images and spectra of
C4H3S− are attributed to the photodetachment of the α isomer
of the anion. The observed bands correspond to the ground
σ -radical (X2A′) and the low-lying excited π -radical (A2A′′

and B2A′′) states of thiophenyl radical. The photoelectron an-
gular distributions are consistent with photodetachment from
the respective in-plane (σ ) and out-of-plane (π*) orbitals.
The adiabatic electron affinity of α-•C4H3S is determined
to be 2.05 ± 0.08 eV, while the second excited state term
energy is Te(B2A′′) = 1.6 ± 0.1 eV. Using the measured
electron affinity and the affinity/acidity thermodynamic cy-
cle, the C–Hα bond dissociation energy thiophene is deter-
mined, DH298(Hα–C4H3S) = 115 ± 3 kcal/mol. This value
is intermediate between the corresponding bond energies of
furan (119.8 ± 0.2 kcal/mol) (Ref. 15) and benzene (112.9
± 0.5 kcal/mol),35 indicating that the α-thiophenyl radical is
thermodynamically more stable than α-furanyl, but still less
stable than •C6H5. The 266 nm photoelectron image and spec-
trum of C4H3O− reveals a vibrational progression (853 ±
42 cm−1) assigned to an in-plane ring vibrational mode of
the previously unobserved B2A′′ excited state of •C4H3O. The
origin of this state is observed at 4.38 ± 0.01 eV, correspond-
ing to an electronic term energy Te(B2A′′) = 2.53 ± 0.01 eV.
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